Application of Tools for Creating Maps of Knowledge in Teaching Materials Science to Students of University of Life Sciences
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Abstract — Modern distance education systems allow for teaching any subject. However, conducting classes strictly defined by a system of educational cycle, does not always allow for selecting individual learning paths based on knowledge already possessed by the student. Knowledge maps can navigate the content of subject taught by well-defined paths of learning, the course of which may be determined by the student. The article presents an example of using knowledge maps created in the InfRapid KnowledgeMap system and the results of preliminary studies on the use of training software in English based on maps of knowledge for teaching students of Materials Engineering.
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1 Introduction - knowledge maps as a tool to support education

Tony and Barry Buzan [1] created the mind map technique in 1974. Davies defines a mind map as a visual, non-linear network of concepts related to each other [2]. Mind maps are widely used both in the economy (to create a business presentation, projects, or while "brainstorming"), agriculture (the organization of crops), as well as at various levels of education. In primary school, knowledge maps are used, among others, to learn spelling, while at higher levels of education - to prepare summaries, lecture notes; also knowledge maps can be an alternative to the linear notes [3]. Crowe and Sheppard suggest that mind maps can be used as a teaching strategy and can be helpful in supervising and guiding the students while performing various studies [4].

The advantages of mind maps are [3] [1]:

- individual, transparent, easier to remember form,
- unlimited associations with the concept,
- uninhibited structure,
- information is organized in a hierarchical manner.

In addition, Race and Pickford indicate that the mind maps are individually prepared by students; this may reduce plagiarism that in recent years has become a serious problem of universities around the world [5]. Multi-sensory nature of the mind maps facilitates the conversion of information from short to long periods of memory [6]. Meaningful learning outcomes are achieved when the knowledge gained to date is combined with new information [1]. Davies also points out that the mind maps require more active involvement of the students, which contributes to more intensive learning and better results [2]. With mind maps, students who have different learning styles can benefit (visual, kinesthetic)[7]. Traditional methods of education are often not effective due to the top-imposed way of acquiring knowledge, and ignoring the fact that each of us has a different dominant cerebral hemisphere [3]. For education to be effective one must use the two cerebral hemispheres [8]. With traditional learning techniques only the left hemisphere is involved, while the mind maps stimulate both cerebral hemispheres [8] [1]. The integration of both hemispheres accelerates and streamlines the process of learning [3].

The disadvantages of mind maps include: limiting the information to simple associations, the lack of clear links between ideas, inconsistency in the level of detail, difficulty in reading, and sometimes they can also be too complicated [1]. D’Antoni et al., conducted a study on a group of students. Before the exam one group received traditional notes for learning, and the other group - the mind maps. There were no significant differences in average exam results [7]. However, further study is needed to analyze the impact of the use of mind maps for long-term memory. Mind maps can help reduce the time spent on
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preparing for the exam and help you organize information [8]. Mind maps can be prepared manually or using the openly available on-line tools.

2 IT tools used to create knowledge maps

There is no a single best way of mapping knowledge. It is possible to create boards with marked sources of knowledge and sets and flows forming on them, indicating the possibility of using tools to allow for drawing the more complex networks. The final shape of a particular map is determined by a number of decisions, such as 1) the subject of maps, 2) the choice of a presentation of information, or even 3) the purpose for which knowledge map is created. Therefore, the structure of maps that identify the sources of knowledge, referred to as the topography of knowledge, allows creation of characteristics of the areas of competence of employees, identification of experts in the area and helps with choosing the persons relevant to the implementation of the planned activities.

Among these IT tools that support the process of creating knowledge maps, there can be distinguished such programs as CmapTools, Visual Understanding Environment, InfoRapid KnowledgeMap. They are used worldwide in all fields of knowledge.

(1) The software package CmapTools is an environment that enables the creation and sharing of knowledge-based conceptual maps (Cmaps). CmapTools program itself is simple to use, but has a powerful mechanism by which users can control access to their maps and resources. CmapTools can be used both in education, knowledge management, to brainstorm and to organize information [Fig.1].

(2) Visual Understanding Environment (VUE) is an Open Source project created at Tufis University. The VUE project is focused on creating flexible tools for managing and integrating digital resources in support of teaching, learning and research. VUE provides a flexible visual environment for the structure, presentation and exchange of digital information [Fig.2].

(3) InfoRapid KnowledgeMap is a complete knowledge management system which consists of two components: an image-editing (drawing) program for creating graphically sophisticated mindmaps, and the intelligent KnowledgeMap server, which analyses text document content and integrates it with a knowledge map. The program can be used not only by students to create maps of knowledge, but also in companies to create organizational charts, decision trees, work breakdown structure or while brainstorming. In addition, the effects of work can be published on the Internet, printed or inserted into programs such as PowerPoint. KnowledgeMap Server allows importing text documents or their analysis and summarises them in the form of a knowledge map. The program is also a tool for collecting full-text information [12]. Using InfoRapid KnowledgeMap allows the student in a very fast and simple way to create knowledge maps, which can be a form of a summary of a particular material [Fig.3].

The program allows creating any number of relationships between concepts, it is also possible to insert descriptions that appear only by moving the mouse cursor on the particular subject matter, so that knowledge maps are clear and legible and only the information we are using currently is displayed.

3 Methodology and results

In view of the deteriorating teaching outcomes of the Materials Science course among the students at the University of Life Sciences in Lublin, measures have been taken to improve the acquisition of knowledge and increase the attractiveness of classes. The mind maps are an alternative to traditional notes. Using the IT tools in the laboratory classes to create mind maps could facilitate the students the acquisition of knowledge and remembering of concepts and presented phenomena taking place in materials under the influence of technological factors. The example of application of the InfoRapid KnowledgeMap software for the description of the classification, properties and applications of aluminum alloys is shown in Figure 3. The prerequisite for the success of such a venture is students' acceptance for a new form of taking notes during lectures and classes, their basic computer skills and knowledge of English language to the extent allowing the use of the software in English. The recent national survey results indicate continuous growth in IT knowledge among young people. Also the teaching experience of the authors indicates that this knowledge is superficial, mainly limited to the use of basic functions of the Internet and word processing programs. Similar concerns refer to the knowledge of English language which is the most commonly chosen subject in the school-leaving examinations. The study aimed at examining whether the knowledge and abilities of the first year students of the five majors of study at the University of Life Sciences in Lublin would allow the use of English-language education software based on maps of knowledge for teaching Materials Engineering.
In order to verify the validity of the hypothesis of changes in the curriculum in 2013, a survey was conducted in a group of 221 students of the first year majors: Agriculture and Forest Engineering (8% of respondents), Management and Production Engineering (29% of respondents), Transportation (22% of respondents), Environmental Engineering (20% of respondents), Safety Engineering (21% of respondents). The survey contained 17 questions: personal, on a subjective assessment of English language proficiency, computer literacy, verifying questions, exploring the motivation of students for learning Materials Science, access and acceptance to the use of IT technology. Research has shown that students appreciate the use of IT technology in the classroom and 76% of them believe that it raises the attractiveness of classes [Fig.4].

As much as 75% of respondents would like to know the properties and applications of materials using the computer program [Fig.5].

The above opinions are consistent with the results of research carried out by Bzowska-Bakalarz et al., [9] among the graduates of the University of Life Sciences in Lublin indicating that the graduates see the need of increasing the amount of classes in computer science and foreign languages. Computer-aided education leads to the development of imagination, research activity and creativity of students of technical studies (The role of information technology in academic technical education, 2012). The
Figure 3. Example of knowledge map for the Materials Science course (Source: Own)

Figure 4. Percentage of students who believe that the use of a computer during the laboratory classes will increase their attractiveness.

Figure 5. Students using the computer program would like to know what factors determine the choice of materials, e.g. for mobile phones.

participants of kinaesthetic-type of classes achieved better learning outcomes than those of visual-type classes, such as lectures [11].

The students were also asked about their subjective assessment of computer skills (on a scale 1-5, where 1 - poor skills, 5 - very good skills). On average, 56% of respondents assess their computer skills to be good or very good. In the authors’ opinion, the use of the InfoRapid KnowledgeMap software is intuitive and comparable in terms of required skills with the word processing program. [Table 1].

Students indicate that the most attractive classes for them are those with the use of various forms of teaching. When analyzing the results of the study it can be concluded that changes in the curriculum and the use of information technology in the classroom is needed and would increase the attractiveness of classes. Despite the common use of English words and phrases in everyday speech, only 29% of respondents assess their
knowledge of English to be good or very good. Therefore, although the handling of the InfoRapid KnowledgeMap software requires knowledge only of basic English phrases, the language factor may hinder the use of sources in English language in the didactic process. [Table 2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents/Major</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural and Forestry Engineering, TRIL</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Production Engineering, ZIPP</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, Tr</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Engineering, ES</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Engineering, IB</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Subjective assessment of computer skills.

Table 2. Subjective assessment of English knowledge.

4 Conclusions

(1) The research has indicated that students appreciate the use of IT methods in the classroom and 76% of them believe that it improves the attractiveness of classes.

(2) Our observations and results of the survey indicate that 75% of respondents interest in the issues related to Materials Science.

(3) Approximately 56% of respondents assess their computer skills to be good or very good and 71% of them believe that their knowledge of English is at sufficient or poorer level.

(4) Further studies will be aimed at the assessment of selected software for developing knowledge maps by students as an auxiliary teaching method in terms of attractiveness and impact on learning outcomes in Materials Engineering.
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